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All graphs considered in this paper are finite, simple and undirected. Let *G* be a graph with vertex set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\kappa(G)$\end{document}$ the least eigenvalue of *G*.
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                \begin{document}$\kappa(G) = 0$\end{document}$ if and only if *G* is bipartite. Desai and Rao \[[@CR1]\] suggest the use of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\kappa(G)$\end{document}$ as a measure of non-bipartiteness of *G*. Fallat and Fan \[[@CR2]\] introduce two parameters reflecting the graph bipartiteness, and establish a relationship between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\kappa(G)$\end{document}$ depends more on the distribution of the edges of a graph than on their number, so it may become a useful tool in extremal graph theory. *For a connected non-bipartite graph* *G* *with given order, how small can* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$C_{3}$\end{document}$ by attaching a path at one of its end vertices. Motivated by this problem, a good deal of attention has been devoted to finding all graphs with the minimal least signless Laplacian eigenvalue among a given class of graphs. For related results, one may refer to \[[@CR5]--[@CR14]\].

A unicyclic graph is a connected graph with a unique cycle. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\Delta=\Delta(G)$\end{document}$ be the maximum degree of a graph *G*. In this paper, we determine the unique graph whose least signless Laplacian eigenvalue attains the minimum among all non-bipartite unicyclic graphs of order *n* with maximum degree Δ and among all non-bipartite connected graphs of order *n* with maximum degree Δ, respectively.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we recall some notions and lemmas used further, and prove three new lemmas. In Section [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we prove two theorems which is our main result. In Section [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, we propose two problems for further research.

Preliminaries {#Sec2}
=============
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                \begin{document}$G+uv$\end{document}$ is the graph that arises from *G* by adding an edge $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$d(v)=\vert N(v)\vert $\end{document}$ denotes the degree of vertex *v*. A pendant vertex of *G* is a vertex of degree 1. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\vert x\vert $\end{document}$ denotes the absolute value of a real number *x*. The terminology not defined here can be found in \[[@CR15]\].

Lemma 2.1 {#FPar1}
---------

\[[@CR16]\]

*Let* *G* *be a graph on* *n* *vertices*, *e* *be an edge of* *G*. *Then* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q_{1}(G)\ge q_{1}(G-e)\ge q_{2}(G)\ge q_{2}(G-e)\ge\cdots\ge q_{n}(G) \ge q_{n}(G-e)\ge0. $$\end{document}$$
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                \begin{document}$x=(x_{1}, x_{2}, \ldots, x_{n})^{T} \in R^{n}$\end{document}$, we can define a function on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$x(v)$\end{document}$ is the entry of *x* corresponding to *v*. Clearly, for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \kappa(G) \le x^{T}Q(G)x, $$\end{document}$$ with equality if and only if *x* is an eigenvector corresponding to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 2.2 {#FPar2}
---------
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*Let* *G* *be a connected graph which contains a bipartite branch* *B* *with root* *u*, *and* *x* *be an eigenvector corresponding to* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Let* *G* *be a non*-*bipartite connected graph*, *and let* *x* *be an eigenvector corresponding to* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 2.6 {#FPar6}
---------

\[[@CR17]\]
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Lemma 2.7 {#FPar7}
---------

\[[@CR5], [@CR9]\]

*Among all non*-*bipartite connected graphs on* *n* *vertices with* *k* *pendant vertices*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 2.8 {#FPar8}
---------

\[[@CR5]\]
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Lemma 2.9 {#FPar9}
---------
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Proof {#FPar10}
-----
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Lemma 2.10 {#FPar11}
----------
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-----
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Main results {#Sec3}
============
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Remark 3.3 {#FPar19}
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Discussion {#Sec4}
==========
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                \begin{document}$\kappa(G)$\end{document}$ depends more on the distribution of the edges of a graph than on their number, we propose the following problems for further research. Characterize all extremal graphs whose least signless Laplacian eigenvalue attains the minimum among all non-bipartite unicyclic graphs with a given degree sequence.Characterize all extremal graphs whose least signless Laplacian eigenvalue attains the minimum among all non-bipartite connected graphs with a given degree sequence.
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